
Date 24-Aug

Hare G&T and Rainman

Venue Leatherhead

On On The Running Horse
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NO RAIN  FROM RAINMAN
BUT FIZZ AND BEER AT

G&Tee ’s

the hash got going properly.
We went round the back of

the Leisure centre and along
the Mole soon finding one of
the Hares with more flour on
him than I saw the rest of the
run! He discouraged us from
checking across the road and
leaked to a few of the knitting
circle that there was to be a
drink stop at GandTee’s - that
was the last we saw of them!

The solution was through
the now empty Thorncroft
vinyards, behind the Gypsie
camp and into Young street
car park - have you had
enough of all this detail yet?
Well it was about here that a
few FRBs were starting to pull
away, but a bellowed “Piss
off” to Called-Away, who was
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insisting on keep finding the
rather easy checks, had the
desired effect - at least he
went quiet and we managed
to get a hash together again.
The loop up the hill was a
bastard and we came back
down from Norbury Hill not a
quarter of a mile from the
ascent point. About this
point it became apparent that
“Wanchoring” is genetic,
Sweetpea has started
standing in for the old man
who is nursing a bad knee,
mind you I think he should
use  a different style of
anchor - a kedge or an
admiralty or a bloody great bit
of concrete maybe.

The next bit meant we in for
a long one! The only short

The intricacies of the
Leatherhead one-way system
were unraravelled by most but
the vicious back check, not 50
yards from the start, gave a
great opportunity to Called-
Away and Redeye-Scarface to
catch up. With the whole pack
spread over every main road
within 1/4 mile of start, the
latecomers were just a few of
the many cars to contend with
and were directed to the start
with plenty of time to join in.

Atalanta did an FRB and
gave up just before the trail
started - mind you there was a
serious attempt to rub it out -
she just doesn’t have my
suspicious mind! So a good
10 minutes later and having
gathered up the latecomers

possibilty would be left over
the brick Mole bridge but it
was not to be, past the Priory
it was and it was great to see
the FRBs checking up the
footpath to the right still not
knowing if it was a left or right
hander and then Sweatpea
finding it the other side of the
dangerous bloody A24
“clearways” bend.

I eshewed the roadside and
used the footpath behind the
houses meeting up with the
mob at opening time at the
Willie. A quick half of Adnams
set me up for the wasted
oportunity of a back check at
the top of the steps and then
we all ambled along the
causeway and then UP THE
BLOODY HILL. It was really

difficult trying to convince
anyone we weren’t still going
out - because we were! Even
SPea was getting knackerd
and Brummie Sue was
definitely not impressed, still
EVENTUALLY after crossing
another dosdgey bit of the A
bloddy 24 we stumble into the
drink stop chez Diana.

The polypin of Spitfire, Cava
bucks fizz, Stella and smoked
salmon open sandwiches had
us all forgiving the
perpetrators and we had no
notion that the RA, HareEater
and a few others had missed
the arrow in the drive inviting
us in.

All there were serious party
animals, so there was little
pressure to leave. When we

evntually bit the bullet there
was no great rush and
Chuderos had removed the
sports bra for comfort so it
was a knitting circle style
amble the 1/2 mile or so back
to the hare bridge and in along
the out trail.

The hares brought the
GOOD BEER to the circle and
a pleasent time was had by all.
Thank God FRB is back next
week and you can get back to
your latin for Hashers course!

Tequil’over



Directions:

Take A24 south from Dorking A24/A25 roundabout. Take 2nd
left, Chart Lane, sp Blackbrook.  Follow this road for around
3/4 miles to T junction. Turn left, Parkgate Road, and pub is
about 1 mile on the left. Park carefully at back of car park, on
grass as necessary.
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Receding Hare Line all at 11 am sharpRun 1481

Date 31-Aug

Hare Tee-Total

Venue Newdigate

On On Surrey Oaks

SSA New:p126 A2

OS

1482 7-Sep Called Away Whitmoor Common

1483 14-Sep FRB/Atlanta Prince's Coverts

1484 21-Sep Made Marian The Mint

1485 28-Sep ard-on Provacateur

1486 5-Oct Doug the Tub

1487 12-Oct Hare Wanted

1487a 12-Oct Vineyard Hash La Suisse

1488 19-Oct Tee-Total
Cunning Linguist

Berks Joint
Chobham

1489 26-Oct Glasscruncheur

KLOT 6th annual Hash
Kingswood Village Club, A217 Lower Kingswood

Saturday 13th September 18:00 Sharp.

All welcome but ...

Book in advance for the OnOn with

Made Marian 01737 832812 for:-

Grub, Booze and Music from

Beat Root

FEAR OF FLYING

The solution for the prevention of hijackings, and at the same
time getting the US airline industry back on its feet.

Since men of the Muslim religion are not allowed to look at
naked women we should replace all of our female flight atten-
dants with strippers.

Muslims would be afraid to get on the planes for fear of seeing
a naked woman, and of course, every business man in this
country would start flying again in hope of seeing a naked
woman.

We would have no more hijackings, and the airline industry
would have record sales.

Now why didn't Congress think of this?


